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Artist’s Statement

Block Topic

Use of the plural pronoun “they” with the singular verb “is.”

Why is this issue/topic important to you? 
I was drawn to this topic when I was reviewing the universal access statements on this subject

on our Antiracism and Inclusivity Resources webpage from the International Writing Centers

Association (IWCA), Modern Language Association (MLA), and the American Psychological

Association (APA). It became more important after a student told a Writing, Reading, Speech

Assistance (WRSA) coach that his teacher told him his use of “They is” was incorrect

subject-verb agreement. In this situation, the student was an advanced non-native speaker.

Most likely, the teacher’s intent was to ensure that the student was aware of “standard English.”

It became clear that these conversations surrounding this topic need to change in writing

centers, the classroom, on the street, and in our homes. National writing center associations

take the position that the choice to use “They is” is acceptable grammar. So, BOTH forms are

correct.

Ultimately, it is up to the writer to decide which subject and verb to choose. But, saying that this

choice is “incorrect” could have a disastrous impact on trans and non-binary

people—particularly those who deal with misgendering and incorrect pronoun usage on a daily

basis. Who are we to assume that non-native speakers do not identify with the pronoun “they?”

What elements of your design convey that importance?

While we don’t all need to understand it or agree with it, we do need to respect trans and

non-binary people’s lived experiences. Words can isolate and hurt our students. We can show

kindness, support, and inclusivity to our trans and non-binary students and staff by knowing

that “They is” is correct, sharing scholarly resources that support it, encouraging the student

that they are empowered to choose what they write, and supporting them in whatever decision

they make.


